“

No future for You

”

Match 2017
The briefing given in « La Defense » (day of the match) is the only official one.
Dear Shooters,
Welcome to our IPSC match in « La Defense » in Brussels. 118 rounds minimum.
Please, pay attention: Any shot in the ceiling or in the walls (beside the backstops) means a DQ.

Stage 1
Stage one is a medium course, Comstock, 17 shots. 5 IPSC classic mini targets, some penalty targets, 4 mini classic
poppers, 3 round plates.
Distances vary from 2 to 20 m.
Minimum rounds: 17 and maximum points: 85.
Start is an audible signal and stop is last shot.
Starting position is standing relaxed, gun loaded holster, both feet in the box.
On the start signal engage all targets free style- any order, as soon as visible only from the designated area and/or
through the designated aperture. All mini classic poppers must be shot from behind the fault line.
Opening the door activates a drop turner mini classic target which can be shot again from another aperture.
Penalties occur according the current IPSC rule book.

Stage 2
Stage two is a medium course, Comstock, 19 shots. 5 IPSC classic mini targets, some penalty targets, 3 mini classic
poppers, 6 round plates.
Distances vary from 1 to 20 m.
Minimum rounds: 19 and maximum points: 95.
Start is an audible signal and stop is last shot.
Starting position is standing relaxed, gun loaded holster, anywhere behind the starting line.
On the start signal engage all targets free style- any order, as soon as visible only from the designated area and/or
through the designated aperture.
All mini classic poppers must be shot from behind the starting line.
The two targets on the bridge’s left and right sides must be shot with both feet on the bridge.
Beware of sweeping when shooting at targets from the bridge.
Three round plates must be shot from an aperture and the three other round plates from another aperture.
Penalties occur according the current IPSC rule book.

Stage 3
Stage three is a long course, Comstock, 30 shots. 11 IPSC classic mini targets, some penalty targets, 4 classic mini
poppers, 4 round plates.
Distances vary from 1 to 12 m.
Minimum rounds: 31 and maximum points: 155.
Start is an audible signal and stop is last shot.
Starting position is kneeling in a box with hands touching the back of the head, gun loaded on the floor in front of
the shooter.
On the start signal engage all targets free style- any order, as soon as visible only from the designated area and/or
through the designated aperture. The first four round plates must be shot kneeling from the box.
Penalties occur according the current IPSC rule book.

Stage 4
Stage four is a short course, Comstock, 12 shots. Some penalty target, 2 classic mini poppers, 5 IPSC classic mini
targets.
Distances vary from 2 to 20 m.
Minimum rounds: 12 and maximum points: 60.
Start is an audible signal and stop is last shot.
Starting position is seating on a horse saddle, holding reins with both hands, gun empty on a barrel, first magazine to
be used on another barrel.
On the start signal engage all targets free style- any order, while sitting on the horse saddle.
Penalties occur according the current IPSC rule book.

Stage 5
Stage five is a medium course, Comstock, 15 shots. 7 IPSC classic mini targets, some penalty targets, 1 classic
poppers.
Distances vary from 1 to 15m.
Minimum rounds: 15 and maximum points: 75.
Start is an audible signal and stop is last shot.
Starting position is holding a rope with both hands, gun loaded holster, in a box.
On the start signal engage all targets holding the rope except for shooting targets through the window below. No
part of the body can touch the ground outside the box when shooting.
Penalties occur according the current IPSC rule book.

Stage 6
Stage six is a long course, Comstock, 25 shots. 11 IPSC classic mini targets, some penalty targets, 3 mini classic
poppers.
Distances vary from 2 to 10 m.
Minimum rounds: 25 and maximum points: 125.
Start is an audible signal and stop is last shot.
Starting position is standing relaxed, gun loaded, both feet in a box.
On the start signal engage all targets free style- any order, as soon as visible only from the designated area and/or
through the designated aperture.
Penalties occur according the current IPSC rule book.

